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SPEAKER PACKAGES AWARDS 2016

BEST SPEAKER PACKAGE UNDER £1000
DALI ZENSOR 1 5.1 £980
This on e needs no in troduction. but
deserves one nonetheless. The Dali
Zensor I 5.1 package is our reigning
entry· level champion. It will take something
spe<;tacular to kn ock down these Danish warriors.
In the package a re two pairs of Dali Zensor I
standn1ounters. fonner Award·\vinners in theiI
own right. Accompanying them is the Zensor
Vokal centre and E·9F subwoofer. Together they
ru n like c lockwork. giving the most stunningly
e ntertaining sound this money can buy.
It's a fluid. dynamic performance that soars
with excitement befo re easily dropping right

down for a bit of hush-hush. We put on a Btu-ray
of Whiplash to watch JK Simmons torment a
drumming Miles Teller.
The Dalis have no problem shifting up from
Te llers tearful sniffing to Simmons· seething
barks. There is plenty of pop, to th e extent th at
·uvely· really doesn't quite cut it.
It's not all about the excitement. though. The
Dalis are as articulate as they are expressive. and
demonstra te great attention to detail. Dialogue is
delivered with insight and t he re is as much subtle
texture as you like, from the rustling of sheet
music to the leading edges of a full orchestra.

Combine this level of nuance with strong.
far-reaching dynamics and you have yourself a
thoroughly invigorating listen.
It also helps that the whole package is
beautifully integrated - it's a uniform
presentation. Sound effects t hat travel across
the room maintain a consistency of character.
That includes the subwoofer. which is
authoritative yet articulate. It's fast. precise. and
a seamless part of the ensemble.

Neat construction
Physically. what you get matches the quality o f
the performance. This is an attractive. well· built
package. The speakers all use th e same 25mm
soft-dome tweeter a nd 13cm wood-fib re mid/
bass driver - the centre doubles up on this for
extra a uthority and better dispersion.
We have tremendous respect for the Dali
Zensor 15.I package. T hat it's lasted this long is
impressive. but it's doubly admirable tha t it's
still at the top of the game.

unnmgly entertaining

BEST SPEAKER PACKAGE £2000 +
ATC Cl 5.1 £3250
Every n ow and t hen precedent
counts for very little. if a nything listen to almost every great band's
third o r fo urth a lbum. Thankfully forr hem.and
our eardrums. ATC's Cl surround speaker
package does its distinguished family proud.
The set·up comprises four ATC SCM7s. which
a re standmoun t monitors sporting 25mm
soft-dome tweeters and a distinctive 12.Scm
mid/bass driver. a CIC centre to match (with a
pair of those mid-bass drivers). and
the Cl subwoofer. boasting an
impressive 31cm down-firing
bass d river.

space. The sound is anything but boxed in.
giving us a great sense of scale and distance in
tune with what's happening on our projector.
The CIC centre is designed to complement
the SCM7s you have spread around you. Even in
the heat of battle. with a busy score and even
busier list of domineering sound e ffects. the ir
edges are never sharp nor smoothed. It's a
balance that has us forgetting to listen and just
becoming lost in t he film.

An integrated Empire
Having let the speakers run in
over a weekend. we play a
Blu-ray of 300: Rise OfAn
E1npire. lmmediately we're
drawn to the speakers'
integra tion - thunde r and
flying arrows crack and sail
behind us with exceptional
detail while not bearing over
the main action or dialogue.
The ATCs have an
impressively wide sense o f
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Perhaps the most important asset for any
centre speaker. t hough. given it will be handling
much of any film·s dialogue. is dynamics. We
could probably have picked a more difficult film
for the ClC's exam. given that th e over-acting in
300 is rife almost to th e point of secondary·
sch ool theatre production. but nonetheless the
level of expression is a delight.
That subwoofer is just about light e nough
for a few of our team to lift alone without
putting our backs out. but it packs more than
e nough of a punch that you won·t be suffering
from bass envy. Rumbles are indeed rumbles:
you can feel ships colliding through the soles o f
your feet, and the sub has little difficulty
underlining the solid body of the rest of the
package with authoritative weight.
We suppose the highest praise we can offer
ATC here is that it has provided a match for our
considerably more expensive rererence system.
We can think of no better alternative for the
money. A consummate triumph, to be sure.
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